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The Siège of Québec 
This descriptive work, discovered at the
National Library in Ottawa, provides a
musical commentary on the most famous
military exploit in our history. It includes
picturesque details such as the Ascending
of the heavy Artillery up the rocks. Franz
Koczwara began the work which, after his
death, was completed by W. B. de Krifft. It
has been adapted for organ and military
drum by Robert Patrick Girard, providing
an opportunity for an interesting histo -
rical juxtaposition. The French organ
actually destroyed during the Siège of
Québec has risen from its ashes in the
form of a replica, and here does symbolic
battle with its adversary, an English
military drum. Battles are far more
enjoyable in their musical version, and
also offer a form of catharthis…
The peace-pipe song
This song from the Amerindian commu -
nity in Illinois was brought back by Louis

Jolliet and Père Marquette from their
expedition to the Mississipi. It was pro -
bably written down by Jolliet, who was a
musician and the first titular organist of
the parish church in Quebec  (see Volume
3 of the Anthologie). 
Père Marquette apparently kept a copy at
Ste-Marie-des-Hurons, luckily for us since
Jolliet lost all his belongings when he
capsized in the Lachine rapids on his way
home. 
The peace-pipe song is played here on
the organ with an Amerindian drum in an
arrangement by Robert Patrick Girard, as
if Jolliet was performing this "curio" for
the people of Québec upon returning
from his great expedition.
The Québec Cathedral manuscript was
one of the first items I discovered when I
began my musicological research work in
Québec’s archives. It is a large hand-
written volume of music. In a recent
doctoral thesis (Louis Brouillette, Univer -
sité de Montréal), we learn that it is one
of the most important manuscripts of
organ music ever discovered in Québec,
along with the Livre d'orgue de Montréal.
Its content is unique in Canada, and
includes numerous voluntaries and
English baroque works, including 35 by
ano ny mous composers. The third piece
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Fugue 2:03
Chanson de Wolfe 2:48
Siège de Québec (extraits) 8:11
Il est un petit l'ange 3:37
Où s'en vont ces gais bergers 4:35
À minuit fut fait un réveil 2:17
À la venue de Noël 2:47
Récit de nazard 3:21
Récit de chromorne 3:11
Manuscrit de la cathédrale anglicane de  Québec
Voluntary en ré majeur 1:56
Voluntary en ré mineur  1:01
Voluntary  en fa majeur  2:39
Siciliano largo 1:46
March 3:45
Prière de Jeanne LeBer  2:38
Chant du calumet de la paix 0:57
Chant de la victoire de 1711 1:57
Magnificat des premières Ursulines, alterné 
avec le Livre d'orgue de Montréal  
Prélude - duo - Cornet - récit - trio - dialogue 14:12 

Total :    66:11
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Wolfe’s Song, or "How stands the glass
around", was allegedly sung on the eve of
the battle on September 13, 1759, when
General Wolfe was still on his flagship, no
doubt surrounded by his leading officers.
The idea that the song is by Wolfe himself
is a myth, since the words are in fact a
variation on a ballad published in 1712.  
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